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COVID changed everything. Mayo Clinic's Dr. Edward Creagan addresses critical changes in the
healthcare delivery system and survivorship in this REVISED third edition of his award-winning
book for empowered patients.“This book is for everyone who decides to take charge of their own
health and their own destiny.” Dr. Sanjay Gupta, CNNThe facts are clear. If you want to be
healthy for life—Learn to talk so your doctor will listen.Get insights on how to navigate patient
portals and telemedicine visits.Understand your diagnosis—and realize that you can survive bad
news.Follow Dr. Ed’s 8 simple commandments for living well—and you’ll live long enough to
cash in your 401(k).Separate hype from hope, especially with perplexing medical headlines and
confusing internet information.Get insight into what your doctor wasn’t taught in medical
school.Combine the best of traditional and complementary treatments.Dr. Edward Creagan
treated very sick patients for more than 40 winters at the renowned Mayo Clinic. This book is not
just about lifestyle choices, although these are important aspects of Dr. Creagan’s healthy living
plan. It is about using your precious minutes in the exam room (the average doctor visit is about
16 minutes), forging the right kind of relationship with your care providers (because that world is
changing quickly), and understanding and using the healthcare system—instead of having the
system use (and often abuse) you.Edward T. Creagan, MD, FAAHPM, is Professor Emeritus of
Medical Oncology at the Mayo Clinic Medical School, Emeritus Professor of Humanism in
Medicine, and Emeritus Consultant in Palliative Medicine. He is board certified in internal
medicine, medical oncology, and hospice medicine and palliative care.“Dr. Ed” is the author of
over 400 scientific papers and has made more than 1,000 presentations throughout the world on
health, hope, cancer survivorship, caregiving, burnout, and the healing power of pets.Read his
blogs at www.AskDoctorEd.com and follow him on Twitter @Edward Creagan.After you read this
book, then check out his newest award-winning book, Farewell: Vital End-of-Life Questions with
Candid Answers from a Leading Palliative and Hospice Physician, also available on Ebook
Library.Awards for this book:Silver Winner, Benjamin Franklin Awards, healthSilver Winner,
IndieFab Book of the Year, healthFinalist, Midwest Book Awards, health/fitness

Powerful Testimony and Faith"The Report is both powerful and practical with a huge dose of
faith in God. This book will help you and your loved ones if you face a cancer diagnosis and are
journeying into the unknown." -Christian Bookaholic, March 3, 2022 --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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What others are saying about How Not to Be My Patient“Forget the TV doctors (please!). Dr. Ed
Creagan is the real deal, a superb physician who knows what it takes for people to live long and
well. In this book, he generously shares his experience and wisdom with the rest of us. I, for one,
am taking his guidance to heart, and I hope to outlive him!”Ira Byock, MD, Professor, Geisel
School of Medicine at Dartmouth, palliative care physician, and author of Dying Well and The
Best Care Possible“I have shared the podium with my good friend Dr. Ed. The two of us—a
cancer doc and a veterinarian, an unlikely tag team—understand the amazing healing power of
the animal-human connection and have devoted our careers to this bond. I am delighted that,
finally, medical doctors embrace the importance of our companion animals as a key part of the
pet prescription. Dr. Ed explains this connection and devotes nearly a full chapter to the power of
the ‘Lab’ results and ‘cat’ scan in modern medicine in his outstanding book about prevention and
survival.”Marty Becker, DVM, former resident vet on Good Morning America, founding member
of Core Team Oz for The Dr. Oz Show, best-selling author and advocate for the healing power of
pets“I saw Dr. Creagan at Mayo Clinic for a life-threatening condition thirty years ago. We looked
at my prognosis and prayed, and then we got busy surviving. Sometimes the best medicine—
besides a battalion of medical care—is a doctor who is kind, gracious, and understanding.
That’s Dr. Creagan. I thank God for His help, but I also thank Dr. Creagan for helping me survive
a scary diagnosis. He says I’m a miracle. And I am.”Candy Wood Lindley, author of Face of Faith:
Discovering a Different Kind of Makeover“Dr. Creagan’s gracious advice and support were
instrumental in developing A Time to Heal, our holistic rehabilitation program for cancer
survivors. As a physician, Ed is top notch, but more importantly, he recognizes the human issues
involved in health problems. His compassion and genuine care for people make it possible for
him to address the whole person and not just the disease.”Stephanie Koraleski, PhD, Founder, A
Time to Heal“Ed Creagan is the most gifted teacher of wellness I have ever seen in my career. A
deeply valued close friend and colleague, I have seen Ed draw upon his vast and heartfelt
experience with thousands of cancer patients to distill down the core tenets of wellness in a way
anyone can apply. I have seen the amazing power of Ed’s message and perspective whether he
is speaking to one person or a thousand. Ed has helped change many lives. I bet his
perspectives and stories in his new book may help you change yours.”Ruben Mesa, MD, FACP
Executive Director, Mays Cancer Center at UT Health San Antonio, MD Anderson, Mays Family
Foundation Distinguished University Presidential Chair, Professor of Medicine“This book is a
must-read for every household. Dr. Creagan is an excellent storyteller. In the book he describes
many important practical tactics that we can build into each day, improving our chances of living
a happy, healthy, and long lifetime.”Scott C. Litin, MD, MACP“Throughout his career as a
distinguished cancer scientist and clinician, Dr. Edward Creagan has guided and supported
thousands of patients and their loved ones in their fight against cancer. As a gifted storyteller
and communicator, ‘Dr. Ed’ will not only help countless other patients but, equally important,



spare many folks from the experience of becoming patients with the wisdom and advice shared
in this updated edition of his award-winning book.”John J. Woog, MD Professor, Mayo Clinic
College of Medicine“Dr. Creagan is a doctor’s doctor who knows that each patient is an
individual with a unique story. Steeped in years of experience, Dr. Creagan provides a guide not
only to the basics of preventive care, but also to serious illness, loss, and suffering. This new
edition is a must-read for anyone interested in living a long, healthy, and meaningful life.”J. Keith
Mansel, MD, Professor of Medicine, Director, Palliative and Supportive Care Services, Program
Director, Hospice and Palliative Medicine Fellowship, Department of Medicine, University of
Mississippi Medical Center“As a veterinarian, I have been fortunate to see the healing
capabilities of pets for clients with various physical or mental conditions. The importance of the
pets in these families is immeasurable. To read the thoughts from an esteemed Mayo Clinic
clinician validates the empirical observations that many healers believe in. I long for the day
when we can receive prescriptions for the healing power of pets that will have many fewer side
effects than the multitude of prescriptions being dispensed. Pets over Pills—the next generation
of healthcare and truly a One Health Concept.”Peter Weinstein, DVM, MBA President, PAW
Consulting
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To my patients and their families who have so heroically dealt with such a dreadful disease—
cancer.
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ForewordLiving ProofAUTHOR’S NOTE: First, a word from one of my patients.“Hey, why are you
covering yourself in sunscreen? We’re only going out for a quick bike ride.” I’ve been asked this
question many times. This is when I inform my biking buddies that I’ve beaten cancer three
times. Most people are shocked when they learn this. It’s also when some ask me if they can
borrow some of my sunscreen!In 1990, with just a couple of weeks left to my senior year of high
school, I had a peculiar-looking mole removed from my left shoulder. The procedure was quick
and simple. I thought nothing of it. Three days later, I was meeting with an oncologist to go over
the pathology report.The cancer specialist told me I had malignant melanoma, one of the
deadliest forms of skin cancer. The doctor seemed optimistic because we’d caught the cancer
early. Surgery was scheduled for the week after graduation.The procedure was relatively quick,
only taking an hour or so. All I really remember about it was waking up before the procedure was
done and asking the nurse if we could order a pizza. Needless to say, the doctor was not
amused or happy with his anesthesiologist.With the surgery behind me, and the oncologist
confirming that reoccurrence would be rare, my outlook was good.Round 2 came a little over a
year later. I had developed a pain under my left arm. The cancer had spread to my lymph nodes.
Without any hesitation my oncologist said, “This kid’s going to Mayo.”After the surgery to remove
the baseball-sized tumor in my armpit, it was now time to review the results with my new
oncologist at Mayo Clinic. Dr. Edward Creagan walked into my hospital room and introduced
himself, then wanted to know what I liked to do, where I was going to school, and so on. He was
more interested in my life than any doctor I’d ever met.Instead of talking about the results from
the surgery and what lay ahead for me, we talked about me and what made me tick. He had
such a sense of calm and reassurance that I almost forgot I was sick. He showed not only
compassion but concern for me in the true sense of a caregiver.And then we talked about the
news: He said I had a 95 percent chance of the cancer showing up again in less than a year, but
exactly where and when, no one knew. Not exactly reassuring news and less-than-desirable
odds.After leaving the clinic the first time, I had a million thoughts and fears going through my
head. Is this the beginning of the end? My first odds were highly in my favor, and I lost. This time
the odds were stacked against me, giving me almost no chance of beating them. Would I be
back in a month? A year? Where would the cancer spread next? Would I be able to live a
productive life, or would this disease hinder me from enjoying the things in life that I loved so
much (water sports, hockey, hunting, athletics)?After a day or two of really worrying about what
could happen, I decided that was no way to go through life. I told myself that I would live my life
as if I’d never had cancer and never would; despite the staggering odds, I wasn’t going to let this
ugly disease beat me.Fast forward 31 years, countless tests, scans, X-rays, and every other test
known to medicine—and countless trips to Mayo Clinic—I continue to be free of cancer. It’s not
often a cancer patient survives long enough to see their physician retire. I’m lucky enough to say



I’m one of those people. Even though I no longer get to see Dr. Ed’s big beaming smile as he
walks into the exam room, I’ve been fortunate enough to introduce him at a lecture and follow
him on social media.After the initial diagnosis I wasn’t sure if I was going to make it through
college, yet alone raise three wonderful kids and reach the half-century mark this year.Currently
I’m living my lifelong dream of residing in the beautiful state of Colorado where I enjoy mountain
biking, hiking, hunting, skiing, and pretty much anything outdoors. As I mentioned before I’ve
been blessed with three wonderful kids, adults at this point. My oldest graduated from college
this spring and is on the road to med school. My middle son is a junior at Nebraska. I’m hoping
he decides to join Dad in Colorado upon graduation. My youngest is a freshman at Wisconsin,
and she, too, is studying to become a doctor.Life couldn’t be any better. I’ve got my health, an
incredible family, and I get to look at the majestic Rocky Mountains every day.My visits with Dr.
Creagan always seemed to open my eyes a little wider and make me feel better about myself
and thankful for all that I have going for me. I won’t lie to you and tell you that I never worry about
cancer rearing its ugly head again, but very rarely do I dwell on the cancer that I had back in the
early 1990s. It may seem somewhat odd, but I am lucky to be his patient.—Chris Peterson

COVID Changed EverythingUpdated Introduction to the Revised Third EditionThe global
pandemic of SARS-CoV-2, known as COVID-19 or simply the coronavirus, changed medicine as
we all knew it.Not that we lined up for two doses of the vaccine and again for a booster and
perhaps for more boosters (many of us remember lining up as children for the polio vaccine), but
the fact that the way we practiced medicine changed—and I think for the better in most cases.
The ability to continue contact with our patients through telemedicine is a game changer. I
discuss this practice, the pros and the cons, in a new chapter in this revised edition.I also
examine the changing relationship between doctor and patient—that sacred bond in the exam
room and why patients now must become not only empowered more than ever before and have
an advocate present (perhaps a family member), but also know how to navigate websites on
health and wellness. Dr. Welby no longer makes house calls or knows you and your family’s
health history.And the electronic medical record has ushered in all kinds of changes in how your
health is recorded, delivered, and updated. You need to know how the EMR works and how to
navigate your patient portal. I discuss that here as well.For many patients, medical care delivery
has become a transaction, a contract, much like buying groceries or ordering clothing online. No
longer is the doctor in the driver’s seat. The patient is. You are in control of your health more than
ever before.I don’t have a proverbial crystal ball, but in my years of practice as a cancer doctor, I
have seen incredible advances in the war on cancer. Some cancers that were deemed to be
hopeless in terms of treatments are now curable. Yet I have also been disappointed that we have
not made much progress in treating dementia and certain cancers from the lung and
gastrointestinal tract. I am hopeful for the researchers working on chronic illness management.
And I am hopeful we can come to terms with an equitable health insurance system.In 2018 I
stepped away from active clinical practice after 40 winters at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,



Minnesota. I devote my time to writing blog posts (most about COVID these last two years) and
speaking virtually to medical groups whose doctors, nurses, and associates are completely
burned out and balancing on the edge of total despair. These medical professionals have been
bludgeoned by endless shifts treating critically ill patients who didn’t have to become so ill. I
applaud them and the legions of paraprofessionals, allied health workers, and administrative
support staff.Nonetheless, the medical world has pivoted, whether it wanted to or not—none of
us anticipated the continued peaks of the variants, nor did we envision how highly contagious
these mutations turned out to be. We didn’t anticipate the seismic impact on the healthcare
delivery system.Just as the earlier versions of this book did, this revised third edition can help
you become an even more empowered patient. Why? Simply because you have to be.Consider
this scenario: instead of a starched nurse in white with a perky cap, thick file folder of your
medical records in hand, calling your name as you sit in the doctor’s waiting room leafing
through old magazines and announcing, “The doctor will see you now,” more likely a pre-
appointment associate may phone you at home, make sure your internet connection is stable
and laptop camera correctly positioned, and put you in the queue in a private and secure virtual
room to await your physician to come online.Don’t be intimidated by the technology. Because
today, the watchword is this: “The patient will see you now.”Dr. EdApril 2022Rochester, Minn.

IntroductionWe are each put on this planet to do something that no one else can do quite as well
as we can.“He has cancer,” they would whisper with pity and dread. The residents of my
grandmother’s rooming house would go to great lengths to avoid John G., the unemployed
factory worker in room 212, as if somehow by just talking to him they would catch his horrible
disease.Most residents of 615 Hunterdon Street in Newark, New Jersey, just across the Hudson
River from New York City, were down-and-outers, renting rooms by the day, week, or month.
Most were unemployed, but a few worked at a neighboring bar called the PON, Pride of Newark
(a sure contradiction in terms), if they weren’t on the other side of the bar battling with the
bottle.Having cancer in 1952 was as close to a death sentence as awaiting the electric chair
from prison’s death row—perhaps faster. What we didn’t know then about cancer could fill
volumes. But for me, a precocious second grader living with my Irish immigrant grandmother
who owned the 22-room boarding house in the Ironbound section of Newark, New Jersey, being
around someone with cancer was a defining moment—maybe not in medical history, but in
mine.You see, the gentleman in room 212 had a colostomy, in which his bowels emptied into a
bag on the outside of his body because colon cancer had destroyed part of his intestine. I was
able to comfortably change his appliance (bag) and simply knew that I would care for people like
this for the rest of my life. That was the way it was. No debate. No discussion. I just knew. This
was my first experience with cancer. I was eight years old.My first clinical encounter was as a
second-year medical student at New York Medical College. The year was 1968. I was assigned
an elderly woman with advanced cancer of the stomach. Sunken eyes, hollow cheeks, skin
stretched over bare bones—she was a living cadaver. When I first walked onto the ward and saw



her, I thought she was dead. But I found the courage to approach her bedside.Who was this
woman? Did she have a family? What made her laugh or cry? What biological nightmare
brought her to this dismal fate? I found it intriguing—fascinating in a morbid way—that one cell
went haywire, robbed her of her future, and eventually resulted in her death. She had no chance
for a reprieve.How did this happen? I was hooked on the journey to find answers to the cancer
question. My classmates thought I was crazy to deliberately seek out the cancer patients. It was
hopeless, they said. I was wasting my time and efforts. They were wrong.A Disease of the SoulI
was initially attracted to the biology and the genetics of cancer and was intrigued with the notion
of mixing various types of chemotherapy (chemicals used for treatment), then adding radiation
and immune-related treatments. But it was soon obvious to me that my attraction was not a
fascination with cancer as a disease of the body but cancer as a disease of the soul.Over these
past four decades, I have pursued a path chosen years earlier in a grungy rooming house
helping a sick and sad old man. Through him and the 40,000 other encounters with cancer
patients I’ve worked with at one of the world’s foremost medical centers, I have discovered the
majesty and the resiliency of the human spirit. I learned from my patients. I listened to their
stories. And I learned to treat each day as a gift. A day not to be wasted.In effect, the oncologist
(the cancer specialist) becomes the spiritual leader—priest, minister, rabbi, for example—for
patients and their families. I’d estimate that at least 70 percent of our time is spent simply
listening to patients and hearing their stories, rather than dripping toxic chemicals into their
bodies.As a physician, I’m inspired to hear the survival skills and tactics of patients who are at
risk of being crushed by life’s unfairness. It is their eleventh hour. And no governor is standing by
on the hotline to commute their sentences. Those stories keep me going.Every cancer patient is
surrounded by a litany of emotional nightmares: the prodigal son who does not return; the
wayward daughter who reluctantly returns home; the mortgage that is never paid off; the
business reversals, shattered dreams, and missed opportunities (especially the chance to say,
“I’m sorry” or “Forgive me”).The most painful words I hear far too often at the bedside are these:
“I will never know how good I could have been. Maybe I could have made the big time, and now
there is no time left.” Yet, somehow, these patients continue to thrive and are a tremendous
source of courage and admiration.What I have learned from them is not to sweat the small stuff,
but rather to savor each moment, to grasp it firmly, and to try to make the world a little better than
it is right now. For me, each patient is a gift to be cherished.Out of Suffering Comes WisdomThe
oncologist has “defining moments” every day if he or she takes the time to listen. Everybody has
a drama. If we have patience, we doctors can come to know the human spirit.We are each put
on this planet to do something that no one else can do quite as well as we can. The lesson from
thousands of patients is that everyone has a story. The overarching need of every human being
is for recognition and acknowledgment. We want to be listened to, not preached at. We each say,
in a special way, “Make me feel important. I am unique.”Someone once said that everyone has at
least one story good enough for a book, and perhaps this is mine. I wrote this book so that you
can avoid cancer and other dreaded diseases. You have control over your destiny. You can and



must take charge. As a patient, your job is to become the most empowered, the most
knowledgeable person about your disease, because you are in charge of your decisions about
treatment. No one has a greater stake in your health than you do. The buck stops with you, not
your doctor.“You’re the doctor,” some patients say to me, implying that I should advise them what
to do. “No,” I tell them. “You are the patient, you are in charge. Together, we will take this
journey.”Sometimes, together, as doctor and patient, we may have to look at the relative futility of
trying to treat advanced disease with current treatment plans. Many cancer treatments may
worsen quality of life, and patients need to understand this reality. But let me be perfectly clear:
for some cancers, and other diseases, the track record with current treatment is positive and
hopeful and holds the potential for cure.How Not to Be My PatientI inherited my father’s
fascination with the Sport of Kings—thoroughbred racing—and eagerly await the arrival of the
Triple Crown. Most of us know the names of some of these three races: the Kentucky Derby, the
greatest two minutes in sports; the Preakness; and the Belmont Stakes, the 1.5-mile route in
New York that often signals the end of many thoroughbreds’ careers.I learned a lot at the track—
far more than from any courses in sociology. The betting game comes with its own set of rules.
The weekend gambler might just as well throw his money into the wind without some knowledge
of the horses, the riders, the trainers, and the tracks. There is no such thing as luck. At the track
we may lose money. The medical game is played the same way but with higher stakes. In
medicine, we may lose our life or our quality of life.Here’s the inside track. An ounce of
prevention is still well worth a pound of treatment. As we head into an environment of cost
containment and the ratcheting down of access to medical services in an overwhelmed medical
care system, you need every scrap of sound medical information you can get to truly be in
charge of your own health and longevity. Your best daily double against cancer and other serious
diseases is still healthy lifestyle choices and early detection of disease. But there’s much
more.Let’s look at the odds: more patients flooding the exam rooms, a greater number of older
patients putting pressure on a healthcare system with a dwindling number of doctors,
regulations and low reimbursements from insurance programs forcing doctors to retire, and
changes in the insurance and government program payments.We as patients need to be savvy
consumers because we will be buying our own coverage, and we need to understand what we
need as patients and what we do not need. The doctor who made house calls and received a
chicken in payment is no longer in practice except on vintage TV reruns. You need to know how
the game is played—or you lose. The best approach: stay fit, be medically wise, and know your
options, because the “system” is still shaking out, and you can get lost and overwhelmed with
life-and-death decisions.I’m going to share with you how to make the best choices, the most
important medical decisions, you will ever make in your life. And I’m not talking about track tips
or stock tips. By the time I see most of my patients, they have weeks, not months, left to live. Let
there be no doubt: They are courageous, and we have many, many success stories that defy
what we know about cancer, like Chris’s story in the Foreword. But truth be known, about half of
my patients never needed to walk into my exam room because their cancers were related to



lifestyle choices they made along the way.I’m not placing blame or guilt. There is little merit in
looking back. I’m telling you the reality. The number one fear of the person on the street is not
heart disease, AIDS, or arthritis. It is cancer. Although we cannot prevent all cancers and all
scary diseases, we can place ourselves “on the rail,” in a position to make the final sprint to the
finish line. A guarantee? Of course not, but what I learned at my father’s side at the track is that
we can shift the odds in our favor if we have the knowledge to be proactive and involved in the
most important race of our lives.You can bet on it.In these pages, I will relate many stories about
some of the most incredible people I have ever met. I want you to meet them too. But because of
my deepest respect for their privacy and because of my legal obligation as a doctor to preserve
the doctor-patient confidentiality bond, you will not be given, nor do you need, all the details
about each of these remarkable patients. They are real. Their stories are real. And without them,
I could not make this journey with you.

PART IWhat Your Doctor Never Tells You

1 The Race Against TimeWe never know what the future will bring, but we do know that the
future belongs to the fit and to the focused. The best way to predict the future is to create the
future.My father had a serious medical condition. He had an aversion to something called gainful
employment. Intrigued with numbers and horses, he was convinced that there were reasonably
predictable patterns governing why some horses won races and some did not.He parlayed this
passion into a career as a professional handicapper. He spoke in the argot of the shadowy world
of the track. Terms such as speed ratings, track variants, post-position bias, blinkers, run-down
bandages, maiden claimers, routers, sprinters, and bug boys were factored into decisions of
whether to bet or not to bet.As a young boy, I spent many days at his side in pari-mutuel palaces
with such exotic names as Pimlico, Hialeah, Saratoga, Tropical, and Gulfstream Park. I learned a
lot of life’s great lessons at the track. But one lesson that stuck with me in my later years as a
physician has been the most valuable: Don’t bet blindly. There is no such thing as a sure
bet.Casual bettors at the track will consistently lose shirts, drawers, and big bucks, all because
they lack some understanding of the Daily Racing Form. This arcane publication contains reams
of data on past performances of horses. My father did understand this. It’s why he was a
success. I never remember him working elsewhere, but I do remember him driving new Cadillacs
and wearing $600 suits with $100 ties (and never graduating from high school).This may sound
far removed from the exam room at Mayo Clinic where I see patients from all over the world, but
it isn’t.Every day that you live, you risk your future by what you do. Or, in the case of most people,
you risk your future by what you don’t do. If you understand the odds, you can shift them in your
favor. You cannot be a casual gambler. You must understand how the game is played. The track
is no place for amateurs, and you do not want to be an amateur when it comes to your health
decisions.None of us is guaranteed a future. You could drop dead tomorrow. Or you may live to
105—even if you smoke, drink, eat anything you want, and rarely move from your Barcalounger.



But, as my father would say, that’s a long shot. Yes, long shots do pay off, but not as often as
smart bets do. A long shot does not pay the mortgage.How can you go where the smart money,
the inside money, goes when it comes to your health? That’s what this chapter is all about.It’s
amazing to me that so many people bet on their futures unwisely by ignoring the health risks
they engage in. Or they know the risks and hope for an unlikely payoff. Are you betting you’ll be
that one of a hundred or a thousand who lives long and healthfully—perhaps even reaching the
age of 100—despite your avoiding the behaviors that are known to enhance health?Many of the
people I have seen in the exam room lose this bet. Some have spent more time buying their next
car than understanding their health and well-being. Yes, genetics and inheritance need to be
considered, but lifestyle choices play a decisive role in whether you will develop major diseases.
If a jockey or trainer gave you the inside scoop on a race, you’d plunk down your money without
thinking. Let me help you make a wise bet on your health. Even my dad would say the surest bet
remains an ounce of prevention.Know your health risks and make smart choices. I’ll help you
stay on the rail and close fast at the finish. It’s your future you’re gambling on. The smart money
is on the right choices.My Prescription for SurvivalAs Americans, we focus on high-tech toys,
gimmicks, and gadgets to solve medical problems. The CT scan, the MRI, and the PET scan
help detect disease at its earliest and most treatable stage, and in doing so, these tests help
people hold off the aging process. Could life everlasting be just down the road?Technology is not
enough. What’s the proof? People in countries with some of the lowest availability of scans and
other high-tech gadgets have better healthcare and longer life spans than we do.The
spectacular popularity of medications such as Viagra to treat male impotence and Propecia to
put hair back on our heads is evidence that we are increasingly focused on lifestyle medications
designed to make us healthy and happy. Botox injections are wiping the ravages of age from our
faces. If we just pump enough antioxidants into ourselves, we can surely fend off the free
radicals racing around inside our bodies and making us old. Or can we?Is this the secret to living
longer and aging better? Where did this attitude come from?Although the point is debatable, the
eradication of polio through the Salk vaccine gave Americans the notion that big government,
big industry, Big Pharma, and big universities would provide the panacea to put the genie of
illness back in the bottle. Unfortunately, we as a society have missed the boat. We have bet on
the wrong horse. Even the spectacular development of the COVID vaccines was met with
unwarranted skepticism by some.We’re demanding drugs for conditions that aren’t even
illnesses. Is jet lag, menopause, or erectile dysfunction a disease?We need to embrace the cold
realities of life, work, and modern medicine so that we can devise a survival kit for ourselves and
our families. Since when is aging or baldness considered an illness? We have plenty of
diagnostic codes without adding road rage or loneliness. These could be symptoms of a society
sick and tired of being sick and tired. These could be symptoms of a society fixated on smaller
problems while missing the boat on big health issues.Here’s my prescription for survival: We
each need to take personal responsibility for our own health and welfare in order to decrease our
risks of developing disease, especially cancer. Let me explain. Most experts now acknowledge



that at least half of all people die early because of illness caused by lifestyle choices, dietary
factors, and behavioral patterns. In other words, what you do and don’t do with your body will kill
you faster. You can lower your risk for premature death and disability right now—it’s never too
late.And for those whose future includes an encounter with a life-threatening illness, such as
cancer or heart disease or diabetes, there is no doubt in my mind: people who are physically fit,
spiritually focused, psychologically intact, and who have a support system do far better with their
illnesses than those who are isolated and disenfranchised.The Best Medicine May Be No
Medicine at AllMounting evidence from sociologists, psychologists, and medical researchers
suggests that strong social support—I like the term connectedness—can help you live longer. I
know this to be true because I see the wonders of family and friends and pets every day.A study
of Harvard graduates from the classes of 1941 and 1944 identified the following common keys
to a long, healthy life. These were men (yes, mostly men at Harvard then) who became some of
the most prominent policy makers, educators, scientists, and corporate leaders in our country.
Those who remained productive through their seventies and eighties shared these
characteristics:They had stable, long-term relationships and marriages.Through weight
management and exercise, they maintained an ideal body weight.They had moderate alcohol
use, if they chose to drink.Regular exercise was part of their lives—and this was at a time before
the benefits of exercise were really promoted.They developed adaptive coping skills, such as a
sense of humor and resilience, and were able to refocus their energies on art, music, and other
activities.Social involvement and resiliency are the most powerful predictors of living healthy as
you age. We can also learn from the people living on the isolated island of Okinawa. The
Okinawans live an average of 15 years longer than we Americans do. Considering their lack of
medical technology, they practically live forever.For one thing, they are not obsessed with
nondiseases. They eat a low-calorie diet. They engage in regular physical activity, drink
moderate amounts of alcohol, and, most important, they develop strong social networks and
spiritual beliefs that foster a sense of well-being. Their lives are focused on meaning and
purpose. Sounds too simple to be true.This is not rocket science. This is human nature.I hope
you’re seeing the pattern here. Work at something you enjoy, and you’ll probably live long
enough to cash in your 401(k), buy the lake home, see your grandchildren grow up, travel the
seven seas, or cross the country in an RV. Attitude matters. Pessimists die, on average, eight
years younger than people who have a positive outlook on life. And if patients with lung cancer
have a good quality of life, they live longer than patients with a poorer quality of life.We were
designed to be joyful and fun-filled individuals. Do you enjoy eating dinner with a grouch or
playing golf under the doom and gloom of a Chicken Little personality? If you cannot have fun or
generate joy for yourself and others around you, you will have little incentive to go the distance in
the race of life.Every one of us has things we like to do and are good at doing. Cultivate and
nurture these interests to make life fulfilling and promising.You can’t just wake up one day,
however, and see the world in a better light (or put this book down and miraculously have a new
attitude just because I suggested it). But engaging in positive social activities will transform you. I



guarantee it. Bet on this horse; it cannot lose.My 8 Commandments for Living Long and Living
WellForm stable long-term relationships. Friends, families, colleagues, even pets are clearly
buffers against stress. Rarely does the isolated, marginalized person go the distance.Maintain
ideal body weight. Many of us struggle with obesity, and the health fallout is significant in terms
of high blood pressure, diabetes, arthritis, and stroke. Ideal body weight doesn’t mean starving
yourself, but it means eating sensibly considering your height, heredity, and lifestyle.Eat a plant-
based diet with an emphasis on green leafy vegetables, six to eight servings of fruit each day,
fish and poultry rather than red meat (in moderation), and pay attention to unsaturated fats, such
as olive and canola oils. You don’t have to be a brown rice and tofu vegetarian. Again, being
sensible makes sense here.Engage in regular physical activity. Let the experts debate about
whether 30 minutes is best or 60 minutes is better. Just get active doing what you do every day,
and throw in a walk four or five times a week.Longevity does not allow for smoking. Enough
said.Use alcohol in moderation, if at all. Although there is some evidence that a glass of red wine
(4 oz.) may be protective against certain types of heart disease, alcohol consumption can be
harmful to many other conditions.Foster a sense of spirituality, a sense of connectedness to
nature or your higher power or some force or factor over and above yourself.Find meaning and
purpose in life. This is your reason to push on even in the face of adversity. What gets you up in
the morning? Especially on a Monday morning? A paycheck is not enough.It’s a balancing act:
You won’t live forever, but you can’t live like there’s no tomorrow, because tomorrow is coming.
You can prepare for tomorrow today by making smart lifestyle choices or changing poor health
habits—it’s never too late to do that.Oh, Boy, Has Healthcare Delivery ChangedOnce upon a
time, when life was simple and we were not whipsawed by the digital age, we went to see,
typically, a primary care physician—the Marcus Welby of the neighborhood—who knew us and
our family and cared for us. And sometimes the doctor made house calls. He (most doctors then
were male) had relatively limited medical treatments in that black bag, and technology was
unheard of. But the doctor not only listened with a stethoscope, the doctor listened to us, talked
about our families, and provided some simple recommendations. Usually, we got
better.Insurance normally covered the cost of services, or there was a cash payment (or barter).
But with technology in the exam room in the form of CT and PET scans and MRIs and electronic
medical records, everything changed. And if you don’t have insurance, you are at a profound
disadvantage.We are now in the midst of the perfect storm for delivery of healthcare. As patients
and consumers of healthcare, we are now in the eye of the storm, and this storm started well
before we were caught up in the vortex of COVID. Let me explain the three key factors coming
together in this perfect storm.First, patients are becoming older and sicker. Simply walk through
any hospital or emergency room and you can clearly see the aging of the American population.
Not surprisingly, the elderly patient requires more complicated and more sophisticated medical
care. With the boomers following their aging parents, we see an unprecedented number of older
patients needing care. I have heard that a third of patients on Medicare have an adult child who
is also on Medicare.And what do more patients need? More doctors. My second point is this:



There has been a dramatic shift in the healthcare provider community. Once upon a time,
graduates of medical schools usually went into general specialties, such as internal medicine or
surgery. However, almost all graduates now head into highly technical subspecialties, such as
ophthalmology or orthopedic surgery.There are data from American medical schools that more
than 95 percent of graduates will enter some narrow focus of expertise, rather than general
internal medicine or general surgery or family practice. This means that we as patients will have
a limited number of physicians upon whom we can call if we should have a serious medical
problem.I’m sad to say that my medical colleagues are experiencing burnout and stress in
unprecedented numbers. Many attribute their burnout to the changing healthcare delivery
system, a conveyor belt of clinical practice, pressure from insurers to see more patients in the
day, lower rates of reimbursement from Medicare and Medicaid, and the fear of malpractice
suits.Add to that the overwhelming tsunami a novel virus brought with it into our hospitals and
healthcare systems. Up to 20 percent of healthcare providers will not continue practice following
the stress of COVID.So wonderful clinicians are bailing out of medicine altogether. Suffice to say
here, burnout removes doctors from the delivery side of medicine at a time when we need more,
not fewer, general practitioners—and probably a good number of geriatric specialists for our
seniors.The third issue in this perfect storm is hardly news. Consider the devastating costs of
healthcare. Every reader of this book has some nightmare story of a friend or family member or
coworker pushed to the brink of bankruptcy because of escalating healthcare costs (even for
those with health insurance).Here’s an example. If you watch any TV, you see the commercials
for these new wonder drugs to treat such conditions as psoriasis or thyroid eye disease or
asthma. Happy people are hopping and skipping down the street. Well, until they get the bill for
the medicines—for the copays not covered by their insurance companies. These drugs cost tens
of thousands of dollars a year. No one can afford those drugs, so patients who may have their
lives improved are shut out.Regardless of how airtight insurance policies are, no policy covers
every expense, and even a small percentage of this bill can be financially devastating. Obviously,
there is a tremendous economic incentive to stay well, but an equally important incentive is
quality of life and a sense of well-being. No one can afford to get sick.We each need to
understand that we are competing for a seat at the healthcare table. And with the aging of the
American population, that seat is going to become dreadfully crowded.Live Long Enough to
Cash In Your 401(k)The big day has finally arrived. Your boss shakes your hand and wishes you
well. Your colleagues gather around a cake and make small talk about landing the big fish in your
retirement, or joke about what you’ll do now that you don’t have to come to the office.A
cardboard box is filled with the contents of your desk: your family pictures, desktop trinkets,
snow-globe paperweight, and stale candy. Your twentysomething replacement has all but moved
in on your accounts. Your name is off the cubicle, and you wonder what you’ll do for the next
thirty years.One more stop: the benefits office.In a few minutes, you will be asked to make one of
the most significant and far-reaching financial decisions of your life: How do you want to receive
your pension?What does this have to do with your health?Plenty. Because before you can make



any decision about your pension distribution, you need to seek the guidance of skilled
individuals, such as an accountant, a certified financial planner, a tax adviser, an attorney, and—
believe it or not—a doctor.Let’s suppose you are generally healthy, with normal blood pressure,
no diabetes or heart disease, and your mother lived to a ripe old age. For you, the annuity of a
fixed amount every month becomes a reasonable option. You could very well “outlive” the lump
sum option you are presented along with the gold watch—and laugh all the way to the bank.On
the other hand, you may have a serious medical condition, such as cancer, and let’s suppose
that your expected survival is limited to a year or two.In that situation, a reasonable option would
be door number two, the lump sum. You would work with professionals to set investments in
motion to take care of your family, despite the ups and downs of Wall Street.Retirement
decisions are not always as obvious as this example. And who gets a pension these days? Very
few of us. But you will be making decisions about when to take Social Security and when to tap
into your 401(k).From a practical standpoint, however, I suggest you see your doctor around the
time your retirement is planned. Some minor blood abnormalities or trivial symptoms might lead
to a CT scan or EKG, and then to a diagnosis of a life-threatening illness. In that case, your
financial options would be clear. You may not be around long enough to collect your full pension,
but you can make provisions for your family. Life is complicated and not always fair. But before
you sign on the dotted line, understand your health—and the rules of trusts and sound financial
planning.These financial decisions are complicated and should include attorneys, tax advisers,
and estate managers. Sorting through the options may take months of careful discussion. Do not
put off these events until the morning of your retirement party.The Demise of DoctorsSince the
local family physician is rapidly disappearing, each of us needs to understand that we need an
access point into the system. The emergency room or the urgent care center is a very inefficient
and unsatisfactory way to deliver healthcare. Usually, there is little relationship with the
healthcare provider in those situations. The facilities are not equipped for long-term care or any
personal relationship. The term care in this setting is more of a transaction than an interpersonal
relationship. What should you do?As we head deeper into the 21st century, much of healthcare
will be provided by the midlevel providers. Most of us find that term rather offensive, as these are
credentialed colleagues who are the boots on the ground in delivering healthcare. They’re often
referred to by the terms physician assistant (PA) or nurse practitioner (NP). Most of these
colleagues, depending on state regulations, have a bachelor’s degree and then have the
equivalent of a master’s degree consisting of approximately 800 to 900 hours of clinical
supervision. They are wonderful associates who provide excellent care under difficult
circumstances.In some medical centers, these colleagues have a narrow focus of specialization;
for example, a PA might deal only with patients with cardiac disease or with breast cancer or
infectious complications from surgery. An important take-home message is that we need to know
who that person is (PA or NP or someone else), and how we can access that specialist in our
moment of need.You may find this midlevel provider in your current doctor’s office. This is the
team member who assists the overworked or unavailable physician.So what is the final message



from this early journey into the perfect storm brewing around healthcare? You must recognize
the need to take responsibility for your own health, and I will expand on this countless times
throughout the rest of this book.You also need to be aware of the sweeping changes in the
organization and the delivery of healthcare—so many unknowns lie ahead. Hardly a day goes by
that there is not some comment in the media about mergers, acquisitions, and consolidations.
Hospitals X, Y, and Z are swallowed up by some healthcare giant. What does that mean for you?
You may lose that feeling of connectedness with your doctor, or your doc may be restricted in the
tests he or she can order, and sometimes costs will increase.In revising this edition of my book, I
turned to the demographic studies to confirm what we already know: Trust continues to be an
issue in healthcare, so physicians are still trusted more than a website. Yet millennials, as a
group, come to their appointments armed with data downloaded from (some questionable)
websites, which can lead to confrontations with the healthcare team.The millennial patients
(these are our kids in their midtwenties to early forties) are focused on themselves. They are
burning out in their jobs and would gladly pay more for flexibility and more time off. They are
concerned about the costs of healthcare, more than any other demographic group. They are
midcareer, raising children, finding themselves in their relationships, and trying to keep their
heads above water.My best advice is for them to choose a physician partner carefully and
partner with the doctor and the healthcare staff in a shared, informed decision-making model. I
discuss this partnership in much more detail later in this book.Essential Keys to Long Life in a
Changing WorldWith careful planning, the best years of your life can be creative and nurturing.
But if left to chance and without planning, these years may not be productive at all. Let’s look at
our changing world and navigate our way to long life.Key #1: You will live longer than your
parents and their parentsPlan now, whatever your age, because you will probably live longer
than your parents and their parents, and life is more fun when you’re healthy enough to enjoy it.
Disease is not inevitable. You’re not “destined to die” of the same disease that prematurely took
your mother. You’re in control of your health destiny. And you can improve your health along the
way.Can you live forever? Probably not, even if you’re cryogenically frozen, but researchers at
Duke University say the maximum human life span will reach 150 in about six decades. Today’s
65-year-old can expect to live another 17 years (for men) or 20 years (for women), according to
Social Security life expectancy tables. Let’s hope the Social Security Administration is holding
your money for you!What major diseases we worry about varies by age and background. But, in
general, Americans fear cancer, Alzheimer’s, heart disease, stroke, and diabetes, according to a
MetLife Foundation survey.For the record, heart disease and stroke will kill more Americans than
cancer and any of the other conditions combined. COVID certainly changed the picture and
struck hardest at those managing chronic conditions. Yet half of all cancers can be attributed to
lifestyle choices.Obesity plays into all these illnesses and raises the risk for all of them (cancer,
heart disease, and diabetes). Obesity is becoming a serious health issue because rates have
doubled in the past 20 years. Today, one-third of adults are overweight or obese, and one-sixth
of children are. Unheard of and unprecedented. These children may not live as long as their



parents because of these diseases. You will recall that obesity in children is a major risk factor
for COVID complications.This underscores the overarching importance of lifestyle issues and
early detection to enhance our ability to diagnose and cure diseases of lifestyle.My prescription
for survival can help you live longer and better, but you must first address the issues that are
holding you back. Prevention is, of course, my mantra, but I know that the behavior changes—
even tiny ones—that lead to higher levels of health don’t come easy.In the next chapters, we’ll
examine whether you’re ready to change, how to change, and what to focus on in the areas of
exercise, nutrition, stress, habits (such as smoking and alcohol use), and sleep. We’ll also look
at other lifestyle choices you make every day and find ways to get you moving toward
wellness.I’m not going to repeat the same tired messages you hear in the media. I take a little
more unconventional approach to behavior change. For example, consider these questions that
are answered in the chapters ahead:Do you know what the real Fountain of Youth is?What
medicine is absolutely free?Do you know where to find the best nutritional choices in the grocery
store?Is there room for fast food in your diet? (spoiler alert: yes)Why is some stress good for
you?Do you know how to get the most out of your doctor visits (they are shorter than you think,
so be prepared when the doc walks into the exam room or comes online)?Why should you keep
copies of your medical records?What is the best way to stay well in the hospital?What do long-
term disease survivors know (that you need to know)?Can pets really keep you healthier?Why
should you not believe the health headlines (most of the time)?I’ll fill you in on one of the secrets
to living longer and healthier. It’s health screening. Some medical tests are worth paying for;
some are not. But, first, you must give your doctor a checkup. Like a good marriage, the doctor-
patient relationship is critical to your health. Together, what you know about your body and your
health will change your health behavior for the better. It’s a partnership worth cultivating.Key #2:
You have to be a smart patient because doctors don’t always know best—you doWhen I was a
young boy growing up in New Jersey, doctors not only seemed like old men, they were old men.
Physicians would practice into their seventies. That would be almost unheard of now because of
the threat of malpractice and the pace of technology. It is not at all uncommon to see physicians
retiring in their fifties and heading off to the golf course or into far less stressful and more
manageable careers such as concierge medicine, where patients pay a fee for 24/7 access to
the doc.Who can keep up? In 2010 the body of medical knowledge doubled every ten years.
Today it doubles every 72 days. Yes, I said days. Who among us can keep up?Mismanaged care
has taken choice out of our medical care equation. In network, out of network, the search for Dr.
Right usually takes us to a crowded waiting room just to get our 16 minutes with a doctor who
has three patients backed up and four calls holding on the phone—and a smartphone
beeping.Women are taking the lead in becoming empowered medical consumers. Women make
80 percent of the healthcare decisions (for themselves and their families) and are most likely to
be the caregivers for their families. They also go to the doctor more often than men.
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Ann P, “The health book you need to read BEFORE you think you need it!. I'm not one to read
books on health-- self-help and business are more my thing. I picked up this book based on a
recommendation from a friend however, and am glad that I did. Reading this book is something
that you do because you know it's good for you and it will eventually reap rewards.While there
are two authors for this book (Edward Creagan and Sandra Wendel), it is written primarily from
Dr. Creagan’s point of view. In the writing, Dr. Creagan comes across like the knowledgeable
doctor that he is, reminding me of the advice that I've heard before but don't always follow (like
eating my vegetables and exercising) but who also provides some insightful tips that I hadn't
heard (like making sure to keep your own medical records files.)My favorite part of the book was
actually the last section "Part III Essential Steps to Surviving Any Diagnosis." While the authors
advocate that you take control of your fate throughout the book, in this section, I really started to
believe that I could and should. Creagan and Wendel write "If you're a patient with a life-
threatening condition, make yourself the chairman... remember, you are the one sitting at the the
head of the table. You're the final decision-maker. You're in charge."The book then goes on to
talk through a variety of treatment options including alternative medicines, and even a "Pet
prescription" that has proven how pets keep owners happier and healthier. I appreciate how the
authors provide sound research and advice but also do it in a way that makes you feel
empowered to make the final choice based on your own preferences, needs, and judgement.A
recommended read for anyone who wants to be in control of their own health and who also
wants to make the most of their time on this earth.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Succinct and informative. Dr. Creagan's newly revised book is a realistic
roadmap for taking care of our bodies and minds as we age. This edition includes pertinent
updated information about Covid and the ins and outs of telehealth. His writing is approachable,
organized, humorous, and thoughtful. Consider Dr. Creagan the doctor in your back pocket as
you age successfully.”

The book by Sandra Wendel has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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